EZZY SAILS REPAIR FORM

3950 HERIOT DR
MT. HOOD, OR 97041
800 490-7436
541 352-6070
ezzy@gorge.net
www.ezzy.com

Date:_________________________
Size:_________________________
Name:________________________
Address:______________________
Phone:_______________________

DIRTY SAIL FEE - $20

ESTIMATES:

WINDOW OR PANEL TEARS:

SINGLE PANEL $48-$96
2 PANEL $60-$120
3 PANEL $72-$192
PATCHES $30-$50

MAJOR DAMAGE:

LUFF TO LEECH TEARS $105-$185
TEARS THAT CROSS BY QUOTE
SEAM&BATTEN

LUFF SLEEVE REPAIR:

RE-STITCH BASIC $25-$50
RE-STITCH EXTENSIVE $60-$105
TEAR UNDER 30CM $35-$95
TEAR OVER 30CM $60-$105
SLEEVE REPAIR $95-$180
HEADCAP STRAP $35-$48

BATTEN POCKETS:

BUCKLE/TENSIONER $20-$50
POCKET TEARS $20-$50
BATTEN STOPPER $20-$50

TYPE OF REPAIR

- STANDARD REPAIR
- TOP NOTCH SERVICE
- JUST MAKE IT WORK

CIRCLE SERVICE AREA

PRIORITY:
-- A.S.A.P.
-- NO RUSH

COMMENTS:_________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

REPAIR COST: $________________

PLEASE INCLUDE THIS FORM WITH YOUR REPAIR